
 Phonics  Maths Creative Story 

Monday Not A Stick by Antoinette Portis 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUMYdM
UNG6w 
 
Watch this story on You tube 
 
Get your own stick and think of ideas of what 
it could be.  
 

• Can you write a sentence about the 
story? 

 
My stick is a… 
 

• What are you going to do with it? 
 
I am going to….. 

Starter: 
Chant (count): from 0 up to 20 and down from 20 
to 0. 
Starting from 10, count up to 20: 10,11,12,13 (to 
20) 
Chant in 2’s: 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20 and in 
10’s: 10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100 
 
Noughts and crosses 
Using your sticks make a grid for playing noughts 
and crosses.  
Play the game with someone in your family. 
Remember you have to get 3 in a row to win! 
 

In the story the pictures were of a 
pig with a stick. Can you draw a 
picture of yourself and your stick 
in the style of the illustration in 
the book? But remember we are 
using our imagination and it’s not 
just a stick. I wonder what your 
stick is going to be! 
 

Our book for this week is The Ugly 
Duckling 
 
 
 
 
In the 
PowerPoint is a new story for your child 
to read. 
 
First time: Together, discuss the cover 
and talk about what you can see in the 
pictures. 
Have a go at the words on the first page. 
Depending on your child’s reading skills, 
read one page or a few more. 
 
 
At bedtime snuggle up and read your 
child another story 
 

Tuesday Starter: Use your sound mat 
to consolidate previous 
learning of Speed words. 
How many words can your 
child read in 2 min?  
 
Writing of a simple 
sentence. 
Below are some pictures. Select one picture 
and discuss which sentence your child could 
write about this. 

• Say the sentence 5 times so it sticks 
in their brain 

• Start with the first word: Fred talk 
words and write the sounds 

• Leave a fingers space and have a go 
at writing the next word. 

• Ask your child to read their writing 
back to check it for mistakes 

Starter: 
Fastest finger sheet. Ask your child to point at 
numbers after you have said the name. Can they 
also find ‘one more than 12’ etc? 
 
Ordering 
Using your sticks can you order them from the 
shortest to the longest? You will need to put 
them together to measure them to find the next 
longest one. 
 
Numerals 
Which numerals can you 
make with sticks: 
Can you make a 1? 
What about a 2… Do you have a curved stick? 

Playdough 
Make a hedgehog 
Mould your playdough into a 
hedgehog shape. Use the end of 
your stick to make marks on your 
hedgehog for some eyes, nose 
and a mouth. Break up a stick and 
push it into the hedgehog to 
make the spikes. Did you know a 
baby hedgehog is called a hoglet 
and when it is born it doesn’t 
have any spikes? 
Remember to send a photo to 
school so that your teachers can 
see what you have been doing. 
admin@southwold.nottingham.s
ch.uk 
 

In the PowerPoint is a new story for 
your child to read.  
 
Second time: Ask your 
child to point at the 
text and read the page(s) from 
yesterday. 
Depending on your child’s reading skills, 
can they read a bit more, are they 
becoming more independent and can 
they read faster? 
 
At bedtime snuggle up and read your 
child another story 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUMYdMUNG6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUMYdMUNG6w


Wednesday Starter: Name writing, maybe even with a 
surname. 
 
Writing of a simple sentence. 
Below are some pictures. Select one picture 
and discuss which sentence your child could 
write about this. 

• Say the sentence 5 times so it sticks 
in their brain 

• Start with the first word: Fred talk 
words and write the sounds 

• Leave a fingers space and have a go 
at writing the next word. 

Ask your child to read their writing back to 
check it for mistakes 

Starter: 
Can your child write numbers 0-20? 
 
Making shapes 
Find some sticks and make shapes. 
Can your child make a square, a rectangle, a 
triangle?  
Can your child make a circle with the sticks? 
What about a hexagon (6 corners) and a 
pentagon (5 corners) 

Stick paintbrushes 
Today we are going to use one of 
our sticks as a paint brush. 
You have to dip your stick into 
some paint and just paint lots of 
dots on your paper. 
This style of painting is called 
pointillism. 
 
Remember to send your photos 
of what you have made to school.  
admin@southwold.nottingham.s
ch.uk 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Third time: 
Can your child read the 
whole book? 
Remind your child to 

point at the words when they read 
them. When they come across a word 
they do not know, ask them to sound it 
out. Some words are Speedy words 
(they need to know them). 
 
Maybe your child can read the book to a 
friend or family member using 
Zoom/WhatsApp? 
 
 
At bedtime snuggle up and read your 
child another story 

Thursday Starter: Use your sound mat 
to consolidate previous 
learning of Speed words. 
How many words can your 
child read in 2 min?  
 
Writing of a simple 
sentence. 
Below are some pictures. Select one picture 
and discuss which sentence your child could 
write about this. 

• Say the sentence 5 times so it sticks 
in their brain 

• Start with the first word: Fred talk 
words and write the sounds 

• Leave a fingers space and have a go 
at writing the next word. 

Ask your child to read their writing back to 
check it for mistakes  

Starter: Ordering cups 
Pour some water in 4 cups (full, nearly full, half 
full, little bit) and have an empty cup. Mix them 
up. 
Ask your child to order the cups based on how 
much water there is in the cup, starting with the 
empty cup. 
 
Understanding 0-20 
 
Go to https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-
count/place-value-basketball 
 
Select ‘numbers up to 19’ 
 
Your child need to use the understanding that a 
big green bar a group of 10. 
 

• Click on the ball with the correct 
numeral. 

Sing and sign a song. 
 
Sing and sign along: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=7w7RnXl7ENg 
 
 
(It must be love!) 
 
This makes me feel like our 
Singing and Singing assemblies!  
 
 

Can they read the whole book? 
Remind your child to 
point at the words.  
 
Ask your child some 
questions about the book. 
 
Can you come up with a different 
ending?  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w7RnXl7ENg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w7RnXl7ENg


Friday Starter: Can you write: 

• 5 words that rhyme with ’stick’ 

• 5 words that all start with an ‘st’ 
(Also check for correct letter formation. For 
support watch youtube: alphabet letter 
writing from letters with Miss Emma) 
   
 
Writing of a simple sentence. 
Below are some pictures. Select one picture 
and discuss which sentence your child could 
write about this. 

• Say the sentence 5 times so it sticks 
in their brain 

• Start with the first word: Fred talk 
words and write the sounds 

• Leave a fingers space and have a go 
at writing the next word. 

Ask your child to read their writing back to 
check it for mistakes  

Starter: 
Say a number (0-20). Can your child say what is 
one more than this number? What about one 
less? 
 
Subtraction using Part-Part-
Whole 
Draw a part-part-whole on a 
piece of paper. You also need 
some counters. 
 
Write the following numbers in 
the part and whole.  
To find the other part, the ‘?’, 
ask your child to put 5 counters 
in the whole, ‘take away 2 
counters’ by moving 2 counters 
down to the part. Move what is left down to the 
‘?’. Count how many are left after taking 2 away 
from 5. 
 
Also have a go at the following: 

 

 
(For parents support: please watch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxP3v5NfHg
s 
(No need for number sentence writing but it might 
be a challenge your child enjoys) 
  
 

Making ducks. 

 
 
Cut out two circles: one big one 
and one slightly smaller. 
Make two wings and a beak. 
Stick the duck parts together like 
you can see in the picture. 
Draw some eyes on the head. 
 
Cut two small circles in the body 
big enough for two fingers to go 
through: now the duck has legs. 
 
Did you know a man duck has 
different colours than a female 
duck? 
 
 

Together make up a different version of 
The Ugly Duckling   

 

• Come up with a new main 
character. A snake? He could 
be with crocodile eggs?  

• Who is he bumping into?  

• What is happening next? 

• Keep going until your new story 
is done. 

 
(Together, you can also make drawings 
about this new story. Ask your child to 
write some sentences from the story.) 
 
 
At bedtime snuggle up and read your 
child another story 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxP3v5NfHgs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxP3v5NfHgs
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=f5PBzQYZ&id=2239A222B016B7ED2AF0780F44200C0E3291ADB7&thid=OIP.f5PBzQYZVsCNG-7IpxGcogHaGI&mediaurl=http://www.parentingjoy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Screen-Shot-2013-04-10-at-11.14.16-AM-e1365565811314.png&exph=342&expw=413&q=imapge+part+part+whole&simid=608026266118392773&selectedIndex=4


Sentence pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=2cXMrSC2&id=E9F853534C1C6C760FE33096A8A7D766FC2F58E1&thid=OIP.2cXMrSC2X1aiheUhBZ7hRQHaFH&mediaurl=http://clipartmag.com/images/cat-on-mat-clipart-17.png&exph=414&expw=600&q=cat+on+a+mat+clipart&simid=607988144235675952&ck=ED1F2C0A6ABE906C55DDDAFA522E50B0&selectedIndex=2
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=Daah9bLn&id=3F0CB6EC973FC4E051172D6BBDC8DB4626AC875A&thid=OIP.Daah9bLnLFygBTtPaXgSmgHaE8&mediaurl=https://www.4freephotos.com/medium/2015/Beagle-dog-on-a-log-6475.jpg&exph=534&expw=800&q=dog+on+a+log&simid=607989823552946406&ck=58384026C69929AC01CE99ACC51238CA&selectedIndex=1
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=%2bwFTyZZq&id=5117019610D58E2FC8C347F7D51D9E724B741CEC&thid=OIP.-wFTyZZqLcIOEv_w1DQ36AHaEK&mediaurl=https://www.worldfuturecouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/frog-pond-1201503_1280.jpg&exph=720&expw=1280&q=frog+in+a+pond&simid=608050923817730810&ck=72B127A7833B2C20B237036947BF5843&selectedIndex=5
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Pig+in+Mud+Clip+Art&FORM=IRTRRL
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=6JYz%2bwr2&id=75632FFBC2EBF1E54999E528B7376C944F2691D2&thid=OIP.6JYz-wr2khmwViv4FgpujAHaFj&mediaurl=https://peopledotcom.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/queen-elizabeth-crown-800.jpg&exph=600&expw=800&q=queen+and+a+crown&simid=608030273617200267&ck=F2842EF37F40899260FAD87BA85CB57A&selectedIndex=23
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=h6x3j7g7&id=CC8DCF68516A7C83C1CF23739A93E046835A1674&thid=OIP.h6x3j7g7HybctXqAM9d0rgHaGP&mediaurl=http://st.depositphotos.com/1777829/4231/i/950/depositphotos_42313987-stock-photo-fried-eggs-and-chips.jpg&exph=862&expw=1024&q=chips+and+egg&simid=608020347866972400&ck=84F4619A188E6295239B6301087C2F93&selectedIndex=56

